Application Advantages of Homogeneous Fertilizers

APPLICATION ADVANTAGES OF HOMOGENEOUS PELLET FERTILIZERS

In today's market, professional turfgrass managers, golf course superintendents and landscape managers have basically three types of dry fertilizers from which to choose: (1) homogeneous pelleted fertilizers which have excellent uniformity; (2) blends of two or three homogeneous pelleted fertilizers that contain different plant food nutrients which are nearly as uniform as 100% homogeneous pellets; (3) granular bulk blend fertilizers which are a non-uniform mixture of several different materials and are subject to segregation and uneven application.

UNIFORMITY MOST IMPORTANT

It's often difficult to achieve uniform distribution of granular blends. Non-uniform application can be frustrating and unsightly on turfgrass and extremely devastating on the intensely managed turfgrass of golf course greens and fairways. With granular blends, you have three forces working against uniform distribution – coning segregation, sifting segregation, and ballistic segregation. Let's examine each of these forces.

CONING SEGREGATION

Granular blends are a mixture of several different materials with particles of different shapes, sizes and density. If you pour a mixture of these varying particle shapes into a pile, such as would be done in bulk storage or when loading into a spreader, the heavier more dense particles will tend to shift to the bottom and edges of the pile, while the lighter, less dense particles are inclined to accumulate in the top and center of the pile.

SIFTING SEGREGATION

As the granular blend is transported over the road or rides in the spreader, the bumps, jolts and vibration of travel will sift and separate the different materials. Again the more dense particles tend to migrate to the bottom and edges of the load. This sifting can also occur in granular blends, which have been bagged and shipped relatively long distances by truck or rail.
PERFORMANCE
Includes both ammoniacal and nitrate forms of nitrogen

UNIFORM
Contains homogeneous pellets for uniform nutrient distribution

IRON
Rich, deep green color even in drought conditions

BALLISTIC SEGREGATION
As the granular blend is applied to the turfgrass or landscaped area, the spinner tends to throw the more dense, heavier particles a greater distance than the less dense, lighter particles. In other words, the spinner further segregates the granular dry blend in addition to what happened in storage, loading and transit. If the blend is made from materials that differ widely in particle size, the separation can be severe, resulting in uneven application of nutrients across the swath. Real world measurements have shown a variation of from 50% to 225% of the recommended amount of dry granular blend fertilizer, all in the same swath, as a result of the forces of segregation.

NUTRIENT INTERACTION OF HOMOGENEOUS PELLETS
Research shows the maximum influence of nitrogen occurs when the nitrogen and phosphate are intimately associated together. This kind of chemical combination is found only in homogeneous pellets or high-quality pellet blends. If the nitrogen is separated from the phosphorus by as little as two inches, there can be as much as a 50% reduction in phosphorus uptake by the plant. This agronomic advantage is called Nutrient Interaction. Likewise, there is a synergistic interaction between nitrogen, phosphorus and sulfur in increasing the availability and efficiency of each of these important turfgrass nutrients when combined in a homogeneous pellet.

ACTUAL CASE STUDY
The results of coning, sifting and ballistic segregation on an actual order for two tons of a 20-10-5 analysis dry bulk blend fertilizer are significant. Samples were collected at various positions and depths upon loading the dry bulk blend, again when the blend applicator arrived in the field and then finally when thrown by the spinner. The effects of the three types of segregation created an actual mix that varied greatly, ranging from 18-14-11 to 21-13-2. No sample was 20-10-5.

The analysis also showed movement of phosphate to the bottom and potash to the top. Finally, the weight of fertilizer on a pounds per acre basis was measured. The application varied from 101 pounds to 390 pounds per acre with the two application swaths. Uniform distribution with dry bulk blends is extremely difficult to achieve, if not impossible.